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Abstract. Binocular or multi-view depth imaging usually fails when
camera pose is fixed, but depth need to be sensed with single fixed cam-
era in some scenarios. To tackle this problem, we present a camera pose
free depth sensing based on focus stacking. We first compute the mapping
between scene depth and focus ring. A sharpness function based on dis-
crete Fourier transform (DFT) is provided to calculate the in-focus parts,
and parallax method is used to obtain the mapping between object space
and image space. After the camera mapping calculation, we calculate the
depth of the scene from the image distance map (IDM), which is gener-
ated by fusing in-focus areas of different images in the focal stacks. To
reconstruct the scene, a depth map and an all-in-focus (AiF) image are
combined from the focal stacks and IDM. Experimental results show that
the proposed method is effective and robust compared to some binocular
stereo and focus stacking method, and the depth sensing accuracy of our
method is over 98%.
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1 Introduction

Depth sensing from images is a traditionally hot research field. Generally, the
depth information is computed by stereo matching, in which the pixels are
matched between images, and the depth are obtained by solving the geometry
relation between the camera poses and matched pixels. The stereo matching-
based methods are facing many difficulties in practice, such as mutual occlu-
sion, textureless region, none diffuse reflection, etc. In this paper, we propose
a novel method for depth sensing with better convenience in general use, since
it avoids solving the geometry relation of the cameras and it does not need the
time-consuming pixel-wise matching. The proposed method is based on focus
stacking, which is primally designed to gain large depth of field (DoF) in one
image by fusing images captured at different focusing distances. It is especially
useful to compute AiF images when the DoF is limited [1,8,14]. Focus stacking
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has been used in many other applications in image processing and computational
photography [2,4,5], such as image denoising [17] and 3D surface profiling [3].
And there are also some works proposed to improve its efficiency [13].

Camera imaging is a bijection from object space, generating an inverted,
shrunken and distorted real image to image space. Taking photos is a sampling
process of the image space with the shift of image sensor. However, it is not a
standard sampling process, for the image sensor receive and block all the light
beams casting on it at any location, as shown in Fig. 1. In-focus parts produce
the best sharpness when the objects are exactly on the focal plane. Others are
differently blurred into circles of confusion (CoC) related to the distance to the
camera.

Fig. 1. A simplified model of camera imaging. Three objects in object space at different
depth and their images in image space. a–c are 3 positions of the image sensor, and
right are pictures taken at these positions.

As shown in Fig. 2, in-focus points in image space can be described as
(h0, v0) = (Hf0/(d − f0), df0/(d − f0)), where H and h0 are radial distances
from the object points and its corresponding image points to the optical axis
respectively. The in-focus image distance v0 is related to the depth d and focal
length f0. In this condition, all light beams from objects converge to a single
sensor point, which leads to image pixels with best sharpness. With the alter-
ing of image distance, defocus blur is generated. The defocus amount of a pixel
denoted by c is defined as the diameter of CoC [10], which is positive related to
the image distance v when v0 is fixed. Ns is the f-stop number:

c =
f0(v − v0)

Nsv0
(1)

The defocus blur can be denoted by a convolution of a sharp image with the
point spread function (PSF). The PSF is usually approximated by a Gaussian
function. And the standard deviation σ measures the diameter of CoC.

The approach we present is to reconstruct the image in image space, and
invert the camera mapping from image space to the object space. Figure 3 shows
the framework of the presented method. There are two key points to recon-
struct the scene. We first calculate the inverse mapping (H, d) = (h0f0/(v0 −
f0), v0f0/v0 − f0) between image distance and scene depth, in which sharpness
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Fig. 2. Description of in-focus and defocus image points.

evaluation function and parallax method are used to confirm the position of
the image sensor plane. Then we reconstruct the scene with the focal stacks.
A defocus blur estimation method [18] is improved to segment in-focus regions
of the focal stacks and fuse an IDM to mark the in-focus patches and an AiF
image to record their colors. Now we have all the 3D information which is used
to reconstruct the scene.

Fig. 3. Framework of the proposed depth sensing method.

2 Camera Mapping Calculation

We calculated the inverse mapping between image distance and object distance
in the INTRODUCTION, which is undifferentiated to each camera. But the
positions of image sensor are complicated to learn which is related to camera
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types and conditions. Camera mapping calculation is to confirm the relation
between scene depth and its corresponding focus ring positions. In this section,
we use the parallax method to calculate the image distance. Before this, sharp-
ness evaluation function is used to evaluate the clarity of local areas and confirm
the in-focus parts in the focal stacks.

2.1 Sharpness Evaluation Function

Image sharpness is a measurement of the focus degree. There are more details
and edge features in focused images compared to defocused ones. In the view
of pixels on the images, clear images change dramatically especially at complex
texture areas. The defocus blur modeled as a convolution of a sharp image with
the PSF. We can evaluate the sharpness of images by the complexity of pixels
at a certain area. Sharpness evaluation function is used for filtering the in-focus
parts in the focal stacks.

Two objects with complex texture and flat plane are chosen as aim objects
in the experimental scene. The planes perpendicular to the optical axis provide
homogeneous depth areas and the complex textures offer more features. Posi-
tions of the camera and two aim objects in different depth were fixed. Shift the
image plane and focus on two aim objects respectively. During this process, we
assume as(x, y) as the aim object area on the image plane, and s is the displace-
ment of focusing ring. It is always hard to distinguish the best in-focus position
with human eyes. There are many sharpness evaluation functions to solve this
problem, especially in space domain, such as gradient square function, Roberts
gradient function, Brenner function and Laplacian function [15,16].

We employ the DFT in frequency domain into the sharpness evaluation func-
tion, which shows superiorities to focal stacks than other methods. For the defo-
cus blur can be treated as a PSF convolution of the in-focus image, and the degree
of the defocus blur is related to diameter of CoC. In the frequency domain, PSF
like a lowpass filtering (LSP) reduce the high frequency parts. And with the
expansion of CoC, more high frequency parts are abandoned. We obtain the
frequency image of as(x, y) after Fourier transformation As(x, y) = F{as(x, y)}.
Then we compare the aim parts with different s and calculate our sharpness
evaluation function

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

fs(x, y) =
∑Max(x)

x=0

∑Max(y)
y=0 As(x, y)W (x, y)

W (x, y) = (Max(x)−x
∑Max(x)

x=0 x
, Max(y)−y

∑Max(y)
y=0 y

)
, (2)

where W (x, y) is weight matrix to provide higher weights to the high frequency
parts. In this subsection, we obtain the best in-focus positions of two aim objects
with their corresponding focus ring positions denoted by sa and sb respectively.

2.2 Parallax Method

To distinguish the two image planes, we invert the aim1 image plane at va in
front of the optic center, as shown in Fig. 4. Two objects reflect their images at
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(x1L, y1) and (x2L, y2) on the left camera sensor respectively, and reflect their
images at (x1R, y1) and (x2R, y2) on the right camera sensor respectively. As the
focus ring positions are known, we calculate the corresponding image distances
va and vb using parallax method in Eq. (3), where Δ is unit pixel length of the
image sensor plane.

⎧
⎨

⎩

va = (x1L−x1R)Δ+B
B f0

vb = (x2L−x2R)Δ+B
B f0

(3)

We obtain the two best image distances of in-focus image planes with their

Fig. 4. The model of parallax method. World coordinate system with the left optic
center as origin is established, whose x-axis is horizontal direction, y-axis is vertical
direction and z-axis is depth direction. O

′
is the right camera optic center and B is

the baseline between the two optic centers. va and vb are the optimum image plane
distances of two aim points.

responding focus ring displacements sa and sb. The relation between them is
a liner mapping v = k

′
(s − sb) + vb, k

′
= (va − vb)/(sa − sb). Combining the

inverse mapping function, we can acquire the position of the focus ring and their
corresponding scene depth.

u =
f0

2

k′(s − sa) + va − f0
+ f0 (4)

It should be noted that the mapping calculation only needs to conduct once for
every camera, when the mapping between in-focus images plane and responding
focus ring displacement is unknown. If camera mapping calculation is finished
during the camera manufacturing process, no more camera mapping calculation
is needed to users and depth sensing can be directly conducted.
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3 Depth Sensing

3.1 Defocus Model of Focus Stacks

By shifting the image plane of an aperture camera and coaxially photograph-
ing the scene, we can obtain the focal stacks with different image distances.
Accord-ing to Eq. (1), the same image coordinates in focal stacks will be defocus
blurred with different sizes of PSF caused by the image distance. The defocus
blur image can be described as a sharp image convoluted by a PSF, which is
usually approximated by a Gaussian function. We assume the defocus blur as
follows: ⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ii(x, y) = P (x, y) � gi(x, y)

gi(x, y) = 1
2πσ2

i
exp[− (x−x0)

2+(y−y0)
2

2σ2
i

]

σi(x, y) = kf0[vi−v0(x,y)]
Nsv0(x,y) , i = 1, 2, · · · , n

, (5)

where i is the serial number of image in the focal stacks and vi is the image dis-
tance of the No.i image. v0(x, y) is the latent in-focus parts at (x, y) of the image,
which is only related to the depth of the scene. Ii(x, y) is the blurred image, mod-
eled as a convolution of the latent sharp image P (x, y) and the Gaussian function
map gi(x, y) of the whole No.i image with different σi sizes, which is related to
the image coordinates. k is a coefficient measures the defocus blur amount c.

3.2 IDM

We improve Zhuo et al.’s method [18] to select the in-focus parts, which is an
effective approach to estimate the amount of spatially varying defocus blur at
edge locations. Zhuo et al.’s method [18] can produce a continuous defocus map
with less noise, which is quite robust especially in detecting the spatially adjacent
in-focus objects. However, it can’t distinguish defocus blur between front and
back areas. We add a contrast section to compare adjacent images of the focal
stacks to verify the spatial adjacent parts.

By propagating the blur amount at edge locations to the entire image based
on Gaussian gradient ratio, a full defocus map obtained. Then Canny edge detec-
tor is used to perform the edge detection, and calculate the standard deviation
of the PSF to obtain the sparse depth map. Finally, we apply the joint bilat-
eral filtering (JBF) [12] to correct defocus estimation errors and interpolate the
sparse depth to full defocus map [9,11].

In our method, we use the JBF method [12] to deal with the focal stacks
first. And then a threshold is given to dispose the most defocus parts, especially
effective on the spatially adjacent objects. A comparation is used to select the
most in-focus parts among the neighbor areas. Every image corresponding to
one focus ring position, and with which an IDM is fused from the defocus map
stacks.
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Values on the IDM are labels, which mark the clearest parts on all images in
the focal stacks. Need to know that “the best image” is unequal to “the clearest
image” because of the discrete sampling illustrated in the INTRODUCTION.
Therefore, the sample frequency determines the IDM accuracy. It can be an
index to guide the most in-focus parts in the stacks and by which an AiF image
is fused. We can calculate the coordinates of the points in world space according
to Figs. 2 and 4:

(X,Y,Z) = (
−xΔf0
v − f0

,
−yΔf0
v − f0

,
vf0

v − f0
), (6)

where Z is the depth of the scene. Then we reconstruct the scene with these
conditions.

4 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, the proposed method is evaluated on the real scene. The main
devices we used are Cannon EOS 80D SLR camera with a 135 mm focus, a
camera holder whose moving unit is up to 0.01 mm, and a PC to control the
images sensor shifts. Besides, two bookends clamped with two printed leopard
pictures are used as the mapping calculation targets. A pavilion and a path
in Sichuan University in China are chosen for camera mapping calculation and
depth sensing respectively.

4.1 Camera Mapping Calculation

A software from the Cannon official website on a PC are used to control the cam-
era shift, reducing shakes during photographing and improving the accuracy of
focal plane’s movements. Camera mapping calculation is conducted in a pavilion
in Sichuan University in China.

We divide the image sensor moving distance into sparse unit displacements
and we fix the camera and coaxially photograph at every unit to obtain focal
stacks. Top two rows of Fig. 5 show some of the focal stacks. We can see the
focal plane move from the camera nearby to the white wall behind including the
two bookends. Then we choose the aim area of the front bookend at the same
position in the stacks, as the yellow boxes shown in the top row. The aim area
is processed with DFT shown in the bottom row of Fig. 5, and we can see it’s
apparently different in the frequency domain of the images with different sizes
of CoC, especially in the high frequency areas. Then we do the same process
to the back bookend and the frequency domain maps of the two aim areas are
obtained.

We compare the frequency domain of the aim areas in the focal stacks with
the Eq. (2), where the higher frequency parts share more weights. Figure 6 left
one shows the sharpness of the focal stacks of the front and back bookend planes.
Two target objects are combined into one coordinate system to illustrate focal
position relations of the two objects, and we know that the peak of sharpness
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Fig. 5. Top row: several images of the front bookend at different image distances, which
are 165.25 mm, 163.35 mm, 161.45 mm, 159.55 mm and 157.65 mm from left to right.
Second row: several images of the back bookend at different image distances, which
are 144.35 mm, 142.45 mm, 140.55 mm, 138.65 mm and 136.75 mm from left to right.
Third row: the responding details boxed out in the top row. Bottom row: the DFT of
the third row.

evaluation function curve is single and symmetrical. That is because the diameter
of CoC c positively correlates to the distance between focal plane and image plane
(see Eq. (1)), which make the blur degree symmetrical about the in-focal image
plane.

We get the two sharpest image positions from the curve in Fig. 6 left and
photograph the scene at in-focus plane. Shift the camera holder to simulate the
parallax method. Images from left and right camera can be seen in Fig. 6 right.
The yellow lines connect corresponding points between the two cameras. We
calculate image distances of the two bookends with parallax method from Eq.
(3) and the depth of the front and back bookends. The two in-focus distances
of the two bookends are va = 140.02 mm and vb = 161.77 mm, and the object
distances are Za = 815.72 mm and Zb = 3763.22 mm. The depth between them
that we measured with tape is dab = 2900 mm, which is close to the computation
and the accuracy is 98.36%. The linear relation between image plane shift and
image distance is v = −0.38s/δ +176.65, where δ is the unit displacement of the
focus ring.

4.2 Depth Sensing

A path scattered with several stones and branches at different depth are chosen
as the test scene. Devices are still the Cannon EOS 80D SLR camera with a
135 mm fixed focus and a PC to control the shift of the image plane.
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Fig. 6. Left: the sharpness evaluation function curve. Two peaks represent the front
and back bookends respectively. The left peak is the front one, and right peak is the
behind one. The yellow and light blue lines are some sample points we chosen. The
orange and dark blue lines are their mean values respectively. Right: top two are images
of the front bookend from right and left cameras at in-focus distance va and bottom
two are images of the back bookend from right and left cameras at in-focus distance
vb. (Color figure online)

In our experiments, we photograph the scene with the image plane moving
far away gradually and some of the results shown in the top row of Fig. 7. The
focal stacks are {Pi, si},∀i = 1, 2, ..., N . As shown in the bottom row of Fig. 7,
defocus maps of images in focal stacks darken the aim depth areas and light up
the adjacent defocus areas. We exclude the defocus light patches and compare
with the contiguous defocus map to select the most in-focus parts of the whole
image. The final IDM, depth map and the AiF image calculated from the IDM
as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Top row: samples of focal stacks. Bottom row: our defocus maps of the top row.

Figure 9 shows the experimental scene and the different views of the recon-
struction of the scene. We can see the final scene reconstruction illustrates the
spatial relationship of the fused image, which is similar to the real scene. Objects
close to the camera show more details because of the depth and image distance
mapping. Layered reconstructed road is caused by the discrete sampling, but
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Fig. 8. Left: the IDM. Middle: depth map. Right: defocus map.

Fig. 9. Middle: the test scene photographed by another camera. Others: reconstructed
scene in different directions.

provide a precise distance detection of each object without camera poses. The
detection depth is related to the camera features. Under our experimental con-
ditions, the best sensing range is from 0.4 m to 25 m.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we present contrast experi-
ments and results are shown in Fig. 10. Three methods [6,7,10] and the ground
truth generated with RealSense of Intel are contrasted with ours. Compared to
the binocular methods, our method provides complete outlines. Compared to the
Levin et al.’s method [10] which we experimented on focal stacks, our method
provides clear boundaries and more layers from the stacks. Bisides, we calculate
the real distance between objects in space compared with the real depth obtained
from the RealSense, which shows that depth sensing accuracy of in-focus areas
is over 98% in the experimental scope.
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Fig. 10. Top row: the experimental scene photographed via binocular stereo, and the
focal stacks of the same scene. Bottom row: depth map of ground truth, three depth
sensing method [6,7,10] and ours.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a camera pose free depth sensing method, in which
the depth information was inferred from differently blurred images captured by
aperture camera with focus stacking. DFT sharpness evaluation function and
parallax method were employed in the camera mapping calculation. Then we
realized depth sensing by fusing an IDM and an AiF image with focus stacking.
The experimental results show that the proposed method is robust and accurate
for depth sensing compared to the binocular and other focus stacking meth-
ods. In the future, we will concentrate on improving spatial continuity of the
reconstructed scene, less focal stacks and better calculation algorithm.
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